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Comments shown below were submitted to bsla@co.ulster.ny.us in response to the Building a Better Broadway draft 
plan and recommendations report posted online at http://ulstercountyny.gov/planning/transportationon and 

presented to the public at the August 6, 2015 public meeting series held at Ulster Performing Arts Center.  Comments 
are presented in the order by which they were received.  The original public comment deadline of August 20th was 

extended to September 4th at the request of Mayor Shayne Gallo.  
Personal email address and phone numbers have been redacted.  

Comments Received August 7, 2015   __________________  I'm not too sure who thought up the idea to eliminate parking spaces in front of KHS in lieu of a bike path, but this is a ridiculous idea. The spot in front of the HS is already congested due to lack of adequate parking for students.  Additionally, there is a lack of parking for city hall and the hospital.  These parking problems do not take into account lack of parking for local businesses! Please seriously reconsider this proposal and rather use the money to clean up the scum of midtown.    Shannon Ramirez  __________________   Hello,   I am writing you this morning to communicate my serious dissatisfaction with the proposed bike lane on Broadway. This plan will be taking out 9 parking spaces on the block that we own our family business for many years. This would be a catastrophe for us. Many of our customers park on that side of the street to patronize our business, Dallas Hot Wieners. The businesses on that street, Monkey Joes, Stone Soup, Shamrock, Joe Beez, and Sami's Pizza will lose a tremendous amount of customers. How many times have you seen someone riding a bike with a pizza box on Broadway or hot coffee? You will be ruining people's livelihoods for a handful of bikers that may use the lane for maybe 6 months out of the year. In the winter it will be wasted space.   My husband went to the meeting yesterday afternoon and was given the information that this project is 1 million dollars short on funding and the project has not even started. What was really upsetting to him was that there were only 3 business people from Broadway at the meeting at 3:30. Every business on Broadway needs to be contacted and surveyed if they would be willing to lose parking spaces. Some businesses are struggling to survive in this economy and this will just be the nail in the coffin.   Also parking by the high school is always an issue when school is in session. Even with the municipal parking students struggle to find parking. The traffic on broadway will be a nightmare during the morning commute and when school gets out. Please rethink the bike lane.   Sincerely,  Maria Maritsas   
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__________________  I wanted to thank you for all your work on this and provide a few comments! The future of Kingston is bright because of projects like this!  I love the idea of having the bicycle lane between the parking lane and sidewalk. I often ride my bike with my son in a baby seat on the back and the added protection would make me feel much safer. I often take less direct routes when I have him with me to avoid busy multi-lane roads like Broadway. With these new lanes on Broadway and the future Greenline rail trails, our rides would be safer and more direct to many destinations.  I would urge you to not add meters to the municipal lots. I often patronize businesses Uptown & Downtown. and it is very frustrating having to remember change for the on-street parking. Not being able to park in a municipal lot when I forget change (or parking, running into a business to pay/get change, then hoping I don't have a ticket when I get back) would make me rethink patronizing nearby businesses in these scenarios.  I love the idea of adding access from Broadway to the municipal lot by Monkey Joe's (Jansen & Prince Streets). The lot is fairly well hidden and I'm not sure the majority of people know it exists unless they live/work close to the lot. If not for Monkey Joe's sign on their building...I'm not sure I would have known it was a municipal lot. Even if access from Broadway is not added, better signage would be appreciated especially by the Broadway/Grand St & Broadway/O'Reilly St intersections.  Lastly, I love the idea of adding small parks/open spaces at Pine Grove & Henry Street. As long as they are maintained well (cough...island at Henry St/Broadway...cough), this could really help improve Broadway's appearance.  Thanks!  Bill Baird 3 Valentine Court Kingston, NY 12401 ███-███-████ █████████████com   __________________  Comments on the Proposed Broadway Corridor (Build a Better Broadway) Plan Overall, I like the proposal. It would be great to make Broadway safer for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians, as well as improve traffic flow. I am a 20-year resident of Kingston. I live in Rondout and work at the Ulster Performing Arts Center.  
 If the city/county did nothing else, synchronizing the traffic lights would be huge. That, to me, is job #1.  
 If the Kingston City Council does not adopt the current plan, and no lane changes are to be made, then at a minimum, traffic lights with left-turn arrows should be installed at appropriate intersections. 
 I like the idea of bike lanes. The proposed layout does make sense on the one hand. But on the other hand, I am having a hard time imagining that the people who currently ride past UPAC on the sidewalk are going to cross Broadway to use a bike lane. See additional notes below. 
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 I like the idea of planting more trees, but I hope it can be done in such a way that, as the trees grow, their roots don’t disturb/destroy the surrounding sidewalk. There are sidewalk issues due to tree roots everywhere you go in Kingston. 
 I have a concern about the quality of the materials that are going to be used for the streetscape improvements. Winters are very hard on our sidewalks. I don’t know how long ago the current bluestone was installed along Broadway’s sidewalks, but it’s not holding up. I know salt is bad for natural stone, but we have to use a lot of it in the winter months to keep the sidewalk safe for pedestrians. The materials that are chosen don’t just have to be attractive; they have to be highly durable and potentially repairable. This goes for benches, planters and other proposed improvements as well. 
 I get where Mr. Dallas Hot Wieners is coming from – how his business, maybe more than others, really depends on readily available parking. Is there any way to re-route the bike lanes around those areas that stand to lose the most parking? I realize you might not have enough space for actual bike lanes, but the side streets tend to be safer. Cyclists coming from the Kingston Point Rail Trail could take Hasbrouck Avenue to Prince Street to Grand Street, and Broadway’s bike lanes could begin at that point. Maybe not a very good alternative, but I thought I would at least make the suggestion. I have an additional comment or concern which doesn’t necessarily speak to the quality of the plan, and that is this. The idea that we have bike lanes down Broadway that will ultimately connect with various rail trails is great. The idea that we make Broadway – and all of Kingston, for that matter – more cyclist and pedestrian friendly is great. But despite what one attendee spoke to last night, Kingston, New York is not Boulder, Colorado. Nor is it the village of Tarrytown. We have a very different demographic here, and I don’t think we’re building bike lanes for the people who actually live in Midtown. Will those Midtown residents benefit from more cyclists riding down Broadway? Perhaps. But they’ll benefit way more from the part of the plan that speaks to improved bus service.  The people I see on a daily basis walking or biking past the theater, or parking out front to shop at the Mexican market next door were not at the meeting last night. I know this isn’t the business of the county planning department, but I think for bike lanes and some other aspects of this plan to work properly, the City of Kingston is really going to have to sell this project and sell it well.  One final comment I have is that I did watch a woman this morning, pushing a child in a stroller, cross Broadway at Franklin Street. She had some type of deformity involving her left hip or leg, and she walked slowly with a pronounced limp. Yes, we do need a crosswalk there. Respectfully submitted, Betsy Garthwaite 23 Ravine St. Kingston, NY 12401  __________________   From: ██████@aol.com  changing Broadway to a single lane road will only cause major traffic  problems the reason 80% of the traffic only use the right hand lane is that in the  proposed area if the left hand lane is for left turns only if you want to move cars more effectively that the thing that needs to be  change    
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Comments Received August 8, 2015 __________________  Good morning, I have a few questions re: the redesign of Broadway for the bike trail.  1 - The report states that the greatest impact on parking will be between Pine Grove and Staples. How can giving up 40% of the parking spaces in this area be justified? This encompasses parking for KHS, City Hall, and especially critical - Kingston Hospital.  2 - Why bump out the sidewalk directly in front of UPAC? When there are school functions and buses line up from Henry to Cedar Sts., they already take up much of the driving lanes available. The bump would make traffic flow impossible.  3 - Did the NYDOT approve modifying St. Rt. 32, which runs on Broadway from Henry St. west?  Thanks,  Rich Turck  __________________   From: "Bill Berardi" <████████@███████████.com>  To: <bsla@co.ulster.ny.us>  Date: 08/07/2015 08:51 AM  Subject: The change would eliminate about 55 on-street parking spaces   Isn’t this a detriment to business on the corridor?   I suggest that you test the elimination of parking spots by closing off the proposed parking spots to be eliminated for at least 2 continuous weeks including weeks schools are in session as the Broadway corridor traffic changes considerably.  William F. Berardi CPA, MBA, RIA, PFS  Berardi, Gottstine & Miller CPAs PC    __________________  Hello. I am a bit concerned that the proposal for Broadway is a bit too hasty. I'm not convinced by this document,   http://ulstercountyny.gov/sites/default/files/documents/planning/BBB_Draft%20Plan%20and%20Recommendations.pdf  that the plan is a good idea, yet. The Freeman article stated that Mayor Gallo stated there was 80/20 lane usage. Ideally that is how a passing lane should be operating. I'm certain there is a few spots that some left/right only lanes are both feasable and somewhat needed; I'm not convinced, though, that light timing is all that is needed (or 
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worth it) to remove over 50 parking spaces and most of the lane. The "bump outs" for the crosswalks seem more of a hindrance than a good thing for traffic/pedestrians.  In my opinion, the beautification and simple sidewalk upgrades, as well as some new pavement and light timing would work wonders on Broadway. I'm not convinced that the bike lane is worth it more than the parking.  I would also advise looking at this link for many more resident comments:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/from.kingston/permalink/10153555493794533/   Thank you, Vincent Carcaramo   __________________  My comments and concerns: I am a walker and a driver. The plan is comprehensive and so well thought out. I am one that is not in favor of putting trees in, because of the damage they cause. Unless their roots will not grow into pipes and not make cracks in sidewalks. I hope that the pedestrian traffic signals, are pedestrian friendly. When a person pushes the signal, the traffic will stop in all direction, so they can cross, and only have to wait about 15 seconds. Improved signage is an absolute necessity. I appreciate all the great work put into this project. Karen Miller 53 Crown Street  Sent from my iPad 
Comments Received August 13, 2015  __________________  Dear Mr. Slack,  My husband and I are closing on a house in Midtown in a few days and are really excited about the bike-friendly improvements Kingston is proposing. Kingston's bikeability and walkability are actually some of the reasons we decided we wanted to relocate from New Paltz.  I lived for 6 years in Vancouver, BC, where they installed separated bike lanes in some areas, and have sharrows and non-separated bike lanes. As a slightly cautious cyclist, I found cycling in the separated lanes far superior to the other options. They are so much safer and they really helped both cyclists and drivers move in efficient manners. They also helped motivate me to start cycling to work. My first-hand experience leads me to believe that a separated and distinct bike lane between the parking lane and immediately next to the sidewalk along the Broadway corridor is an excellent idea.   In areas where parking was reduced for separated bike lanes in Vancouver, parking spaces were lost. I know this can be a bone of contention for some, but it looks like the business owners have come around 
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[http://www.news1130.com/2015/05/27/downtown-vancouver-businesses-attitudes-towards-bike-lanes-have-changed-in-the-last-five-years/]. I am sure that this will be the case on Broadway, as well.   I hope you will also consider installing push button sensors (similar to pedestrian buttons, but located in a convenient spot for cyclists waiting for a stop light) for bicyclists at certain intersections, as well. Another great feature would be the cyclist-only stop lights.   I really look forward to the implementation of these proposed bike-friendly and people-friendly changes. Kingston will certainly only benefit from them.  Thanks, Malia Cordel   _______   I support the Building a Better Broadway Plan and will be so excited to have a protected bike lane. I do hope that the bike lane is created and the plan goes forward as created. I love how this section will connect with the other bike trails in the city. This connection will be a wonderful asset to the community and drive economic growth.   A protected bike lane means there is a safe active route to school and through the city. With obesity rates rising, active transportation (walking and biking) is a great way to get in some activity for young learners before they are forced to sit all day.   I have been biking 4 days a week to my daughter's pre-school on Broadway and it feels scary. When my daughter learns to ride her own bike, I will not take her on Broadway as it is now.   With a protected bike lane we will bike to shops, restaurants, events, the fishing dock, parks and the beach. Cyclists will be less likely to bike on sidewalks and it will be safer for pedestrians.   Can we ask the Kingston City Schools to design and implement more parking into their re-design of the High School campus to relieve some of the parking needs near there and the City Hall? How about sharing some of the spots at the American Legion?   Thank you to the team(s) who have been working on this project. I think it will be a huge benefit to the city.   Emily Flynn Kingston   
Comments Received August 14, 2015  __________________  To whom it may concern:  I'm writing to express my enthusiastic support for the development of a bike lane on Broadway, in Kingston. 
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 Having been a bicycler for all of the over forty years living in Ulster County - and having ridden in Kingston many, many times, I know this development would be a welcomed enhancement to our lovely city!  There's no doubt in my mind that this advancement will eventually pay for itself with the increased revenue brought into the city and county by even more bicycle enthusiasts.  In advance, thank you for your attention to this statement of support.  Sincerely,  rik Flynn  __________________  To whom it concerns,  It is my strong opinion that Building a Better Broadway is a smart way to go in Midtown Kingston. Specifically, putting in separate bike lanes along the corridor makes sense for many reasons: 1) these lanes will keep drivers, bikers and pedestrians safer due to adequate spacing for all, 2) more people will ride through Midtown and have opportunities to buy at local businesses and 3) residents and others will have expanded opportunities to enjoy biking for health reasons.  Although my family and I live in Cottekill, we love going to Kingston for events, shopping and to visit family. On a number of occasions we've actually biked all those miles to lighten the load on the environment and to better our health. Unfortunately there is always trepidation on our parts due to safety concerns. With bike paths in place in Midtown, at least, we will be likely to visit Kingston by bicycle much more often!  Thank you for reading my input regarding this transportation plan.  Sincerely, Susan Richmann ███-███-████  
 
Comments Received August 17, 2015  __________________  Dear Mr. Slack  I received your contact info from Kristen Wilson as I am a member of Bike-Friendly Kingston. I am so excited to see Kingston looking to the future of urban development through more progressive means that include alternative transportation and activities for all citizens. Especially developing a more bike friendly city. Kingston has such great potential to be a progressive beacon here in the mid hudson valley.   
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"A study of 30,604 people in Copenhagen showed that people who commuted to work by bike had 40 percent lower risk of dying over the course of the study period than those who didn’t and bike commuters average a day fewer absences due to illness each year than non-bike commuters." http://www.sustainablecitiescollective.com/bloomingrock/268971/7-reasons-fund-bicycle-infrastructure  Kingston's proposal for a mid town bike lane that would replace 55 parking spots would be a bright spot for all ages especially to those like me who use bicycles to commute for work and leisure. Though this might disturb some and create an "inconvenience" for site specific events, studies prove the long term economic, health and environmental impact it can have in an urban area greatly outweighs the objections. A more user friendly Broadway is also an opportunity to be available at all times and all days of the week. The need for parking does seem to be quite an issue but mainly for specific times and specific days with huge gaps that would be replaced by a Broadway that could be more inclusive to all citizens. Of course working towards a common solution should be paramount and creation of a positive solution based dialogue with all members of the community. Though education of the facts should be top priority so that all residents can make more informed decisions.   Thank you for your time!  Sincerely,  Gerald von Stoddard 165 Cornell St. #115 Kingston,NY 12401 ███-███-████ ███████████@gmail.com  
 
Comments Received August 18, 2015  __________________  To Whom It May Concern,  I am writing to express my support of the bicycle lanes that have been proposed for Broadway in Kingston.  These lanes will make commuting to and from school a safer process for our many students in the City of Kingston.  Since the radius for walking to Kingston High School is 1.5 miles, most of our city students are required to walk or bike to school.  Broadway, as it currently is designed, does not allow for bicycle safety, which forces some kids to walk 45 minutes to an hour each way.  This plan will provide our students with a safe way to travel to and from school each day.  As a parent of a high school student, I would be happy to give up 55 parking spaces in order to increase the safety and quality of life for our city children.  It seems like a small price to pay.  Also, the bike lanes may decrease the need for cars in the area, as many family members will be able to bike to special events.  Also, as a resident of Uptown Kingston, I am looking forward to being able to safely bike to Midtown and Downtown via the bicycle lanes with my family. As many others in our city, I regularly shop and eat at our local businesses to which I can walk or bike.  I do not typically frequent the Midtown and Downtown businesses because I do not like to drive there and they are too far access via walking in a reasonable amount of time.  I would use the bike lanes to access businesses in the city that I have not in the past.  
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Thank you for your consideration of my opinion in regard to this decision.  If you need to contact me, you can either email or call ███.███.████.  Sincerely,  Felipa Gaudet   
Comments Received August 19, 2015  __________________  To Whom It May Concern,  I am writing to express my support of the bicycle lanes that have been proposed for Broadway in Kingston.  These lanes will make commuting to and from school a safer process for our many students in the City of Kingston.  Since the radius for walking to Kingston High School is 1.5 miles, most of our city students are required to walk or bike to school.  Broadway, as it currently is designed, does not allow for bicycle safety, which forces some kids to walk 45 minutes to an hour each way.  This plan will provide our students with a safe way to travel to and from school each day.  As a parent of a high school student, I would be happy to give up 55 parking spaces in order to increase the safety and quality of life for our city children.  It seems like a small price to pay.  Also, the bike lanes may decrease the need for cars in the area, as many family members will be able to bike to special events.  As a resident of Henry and an employee of the YMCA, I frequently bike up and down Broadway.  Bicycle lanes will make my commute and the commute of so many others safer and more pleasant.  We live in a small city that is totally walkable and bike able, the more we can do to ensure walking and biking are viable options the better.  I make the choice to ride my bike, but many have no choice.  Without a car, they rely on their bicycles as their main form of transportation to and from work.  They deserve to have safe, clearly marked bike lanes.  Please consider the public good of the bicycle lanes over the parking spaces that affect much smaller numbers.   Thank you for your consideration of my opinion in regard to this decision.  If you need to contact me, you can either email or call ███-███.████.  Sincerely,  KayCee Wimbish 143 Henry Street Kingston  --  KayCee Wimbish Farmer Kingston YMCA Farm Project www.kingstonymcafarmproject.org   __________________  
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I am writing to express my support of the bicycle lanes that have been proposed for Broadway in Kingston. I very much appreciated the Better Broadway presentation of the plan on August 6th at UPAC. I am in full support of the plan as presented.These lanes will make commuting to and from the YMCA and to the many places I work and eat in Kingston, a safer process. Broadway, as it currently is designed, does not allow for bicycle safety. I have never had trouble finding parking on or near Broadway, and I would be happy to give up many parking spaces in order to increase the safety and quality of life for everyone through bike paths. It seems like a small price to pay.  Also, as a resident of Midtown Kingston, I am looking forward to being able to safely bike to Uptown and Downtown via the bicycle lanes with my friends. As many others in our city, I regularly shop and eat at our local businesses to which I can walk or bike.   Thank you for your consideration of my opinion in regard to this decision.  If you need to contact me, you can either email or call ███-███-████  Sincerely,  Sarah Snider 92 Clinton Avenue   __________________  To Whom It May Concern,  I am writing to express my support of the bicycle lanes that have been proposed for Broadway in Kingston.  I am a resident of Ward 5, at 146 Franklin St in Kingston.    I support these lanes both as a parent of school-aged (or soon to be) children and a regular biker on Broadway.  Bike lanes will make commuting to and from school a safer process for our many students in the City of Kingston.  Since the radius for walking to Kingston High School is 1.5 miles, most of our city students are required to walk or bike to school.  Broadway, as it currently is designed, does not allow for bicycle safety, which forces some kids to walk 45 minutes to an hour each way.  This plan will provide our students with a safe way to travel to and from school each day.  I understand that parking spaces may need to be reduced as a result, but in order to increase the safety and quality of life for our city children, it seems like a very small price to pay.  Also, the bike lanes may decrease the need for cars in the area, as many family members will be able to bike to special events.  Also, as a resident of Uptown Kingston, I am looking forward to being able to safely bike to Midtown and Downtown via the bicycle lanes with my family. As many others in our city, I regularly shop and eat at our local businesses to which I can walk or bike.  I do not typically frequent the Midtown and Downtown businesses because I do not like to drive there and they are too far access via walking in a reasonable amount of time.  I would use the bike lanes to access businesses in the city that I have not in the past.  Thank you for your consideration of my opinion in regard to this decision.  If you need to contact me, you can either email or call ███-███-████.  Sincerely,  Eli Dueker 
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 M. Elias Dueker Assistant Professor Environmental and Urban Studies Bard College ███-███-████ (office) ███-███-████ (cell)   __________________  Hi Brian,  I am sure you are getting many letters about the Building a Better Broadway project. I am writing to you as a avid cyclist who rides not only all over the roads and trails of Ulster County but also all over Kingston via Broadway to shop, go to meetings and scout out mural locations for O+.   This project has the potential to be a game changer for the well being and economy for small businesses in all three districts of Kingston. I could write volumes about the value of cycling, exercise and safety. The key here is that more and more people are using bikes to get around town and right now Broadway is very dangerous for cyclists and pedestrians. In fact, at O+ we avoid taking people down Broadway due to safety concerns.   As a resident and cyclist fully support this project. It is time to open up Broadway to everyone and help increase business by connecting all three parts of Kingston with people on foot and bicycle.   Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.   All the best, Joe Concra Mission Control O+ Festivals Kingston NY Petaluma CA.  Chicago Il. ███.███.████  Apply Pressure and Elevate.  __________________   To Whom It May Concern,  I am writing to express my support of the bicycle lanes that have been proposed for Broadway in Kingston.  These lanes will make commuting to and from school a safer process for our many students in the City of Kingston. I bike on Broadway almost every day with my two children, to pick up and drop off from day care (for my little one) and the YMCA afterschooler (she goes to George Washington).  Broadway, as it currently is designed, does not allow for bicycle safety, and I want to be able to feel safe riding my children to and from school and day care.  As a resident of Midtown Kingston, I would be happy to give up 55 parking spaces in order to increase the safety and quality of life 
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for our city children.  It seems like a small price to pay.  Also, the bike lanes may decrease the need for cars in the area, as many family members will be able to bike to special events.  Also, as a resident of Midtown I am looking forward to being able to safely bike to Uptown and Downtown via the bicycle lanes with my family. As many others in our city, I regularly shop and eat at our local businesses to which I can walk or bike.  I do not typically frequent the Uptown and Downtown businesses because I do not like to drive there and they are too far access via walking in a reasonable amount of time.  I would use the bike lanes to access businesses in the city that I have not in the past.  Thank you for your consideration of my opinion in regard to this decision.  If you need to contact me, you can either email or call ███.███.████  Sincerely,  Ilana Berger  146 Franklin Street  
Comments Received August 20, 2015  __________________  Hello,   I am a parent in the Kingston City School District and I am very concerned  about the proposed loss of parking on Broadway, particularly around Kingston  High School, due to the Building a Better Broadway plan.  Losing half of  the parking spaces between Pine Grove Avenue and East Chester Street is a  significant loss of parking and my understanding is that all of the parking  spaces in front of Kingston High School will be lost.   As a parent of a student going into her senior year at Kingston High  School, I know that finding parking at Kingston High School can be very  challenging at times.  When there are sporting events or concerts, it can  be very hard to find a place to park.  As president of the KHS Parents  Association, I know that a number of parents in the Kingston City School  District do not feel safe coming to events at KHS particularly in the  evening.  Many parents park on the street so as not to have to use the  parking in the bus turn-around lot due to the distance and the concerns of  safety.  That lot often fills up as well when many parents are at school  events.  The proposal in the plan to direct those in need of parking to  municipal lots which are even further away from KHS in place of current  on-street parking is not a good solution.  School dismissal time is also a  very difficult time to find adequate parking for parents who need to wait for  their students.  Parents are not allowed to enter the loop in front of the  school to wait for students so all parents must wait down on Broadway in the  currently available parking.  Reductions in parking spaces will cause  significant problems for these parents.  I realize this only covers an hour  or two of the day but it is a situation that occurs each school day of the  year.  I am also concerned about having two construction projects occurring  at the same time (the KHS project and a project on Broadway).   I hope that other parents will express their concerns regarding the parking  loss that is part of the Building a Better Broadway plan but I am afraid that  since many families are away in August for final vacations before school resumes  that many will not even find out about the proposal until after school starts  and the comment period ends.   
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I hope that you will extend the comment period to allow for additional  feedback and also that you will consider if a solution can be developed which  will provide the desired safety for bike riders without the loss of parking that  will adversely affect those who drive and park in the Broadway business district  and at Kingston High School.   Thank you for consideration of these concerns.   Jolyn Safron, KHS PA President and KCSD parent   __________________  Dear Brian and Steve,   Kingston Wine Co., business owners and residents of Kingston, support the preferred re-design of Broadway which will provide safe and protected bike lanes. This initiative will spur on economic development, re-connect our city, and improve the livability of Kingston. Thank you for your time and consideration.  Best, Michael and Theresa Drapkin Owners Kingston Wine Co. 65 Broadway  Kingston, NY 12401  __________________  August 20, 2015 Brian Slack Senior Transportation Planner Ulster County Transportation Council 244 Fair Street Kingston, NY 12402  Dear Mr. Slack, I am midtown Kingston resident writing to express my support for Ulster County’s Building a Better Broadway 
Project. I attended the recent UPAC informational meeting and the Ulster County Active Transportation Conference this past June, and I believe that this redesign of the Broadway corridor is a vital step to increase safety, improve healthy transportation and promote a vibrant midtown business district.  Creating a complete street will make Broadway safer. Currently, pedestrians—especially the elderly, impaired and young—are vulnerable as they cross four lanes of traffic to cars, semi-trucks and emergency responders, often traveling at high speeds. Additionally, Broadway is now a free-for-all with some of those on bikes riding on sidewalks or against traffic. This dangerous situation can be readily fixed by reducing the number of vehicular lanes, funneling bike traffic onto designated bike lens, and improving the crosswalks to facilitate walkers, which would allow cars, bikes and pedestrians to use the corridor without conflict.  Investing in this redesign is also a necessary part of building a healthy city that promotes active transportation. Not only does it help bring equity of mobility to those who cannot afford to maintain a car, but it creates an 
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environment instills physical exercise into daily routines. Over the long-term, this will decrease chronic illnesses that disproportionately affect the poor and disenfranchised and lead to a low-quality of life and/or death.  Finally, as much as removing some of the parking spaces along Broadways may be considered ‘bad for business,’ by those accustomed to the current parking layout, it is important to acknowledge what this plan will do for existing businesses. This plan will increase foot and bike traffic. As there is amble parking in municipal lots and on adjacent streets, consolidating parking to these spaces will direct shoppers to pass several storefronts and increase the chances that they patron multiple businesses. It will also bring more businesses to many of the empty storefronts, making midtown a shopping destination which will  be good for all businesses.  This is a great opportunity for the city that should not be missed. I strongly support the Building a Better Broadway Plan and hope that you will join me in this effort. Sincerely, Terence J. Duvall 134 Cedar Street Kingston, NY 12401  __________________ Mr. Slack,  As a resident of Midtown, I wanted to vocalize my support of the proposal to renovate the Broadway corridor that includes protected two  direction bike lanes.  I am a frequent cyclist and ride up and down Broadway regularly.  In my opinion, incorporating this element into a new Broadway is critical in bringing Kingston into the future and supporting the growth of the midtown area.  Tait Simpson http://taitsimpson.com ███████████@gmail.com (███)███-████   __________________  Brian, just my formal letter of support for the above plan.   --  Regards, 
Kevin Godbey 
 
Publisher: KingstonHappenings.Org 
Principal: Brickyard Ventures 
Linkedin profile: www.linkedin.com/in/kevinlgodbey 
  __________________  I am writing to support the Broadway bike lane proposal. My family has recently moved to the City of Kingston and feel strongly that the project will help to improve the City as a whole. 
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 Sincerely,  Eric Dodd 28 Browning Terr., Kingston, NY 12401 ███-███-████  __________________  Regarding a bike lane on Broadway in Kingston, this would be a wonderful focus for the county's Greenway efforts. I recommend a traffic calming protected bike path. Bike paths bring young people and vitality to a neighborhood. It could provide the boost that Kingston needs to unite disparate neighborhoods such as the Rondout and Uptown. It would be a great addition to a city which already has a lot going for it- Matt Frisch 20 Kelly Rd. Arkville, NY 12406 █████████@gmail.com    
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Comments Received August 21, 2015  The following petition was submitted to UCTCon 8/21/15 with additional signature pages provided on 9/3 and 9/4.  The cover page is shown once at original size for legibility; subsequent signatory pages are reproduced at a smaller scale to conserve space.  The full petition is on-record with the City of Kingston (including the Office of the Mayor and Economic Development and Strategic Partnerships) and UCTC.  
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Dear Mr. Slack,  I am a resident of Kingston, NY, and I support the protected bikelane as proposed by the consultants (VHB). I live downtown at the base of Broadway (number 11) and I travel uptown on Broadway frequently. A protected bikelane would be good for me, my friends, people coming to or from the many businesses in my neighborhood, and the many families with children in my neighborhood. If parking spaces on Broadway itself need to be sacrificed in order to make the bike lane, I am for it, though I do believe there are workable solutions to direct drivers to near-Broadway, off-Broadway parking.  Thank you for your consideration, Tom O'Dowd  --  Tom O'Dowd Executive Administrator Environmental and Urban Studies (EUS)  Bard College  
"Every morning I awake torn  
between a desire to save the world  
and an inclination to savor it." 
- E.B. White   __________________  I don’t agree with the proposal as currently drafted. I feel that the reduction in parking spaces for the Broadway business’s is not in the best interest of keeping a vital Broadway.  As for making a biking lane I feel that those bikers should use the rail trail that will be running up along Broadway , but one block over. There is no reason we can’t construct the rail trail so bikers can use that area as well.  In addition we should also make sure there is a plan to control signage along Broadway business’s  so that it will meet a criteria that is attractive and inviting!  I also hope there is a plan for taking care of Broadway after it is transformed, for example today property owners don’t bother to trim the weeds that grow up around the trees etc., no does the City trim the trees as needed!  Thanks  Larry Bigando (███████@hvc.rr.com)    Sent from Windows Mail   __________________  Bravo. I read through the plan/diagrams. It works in other cities...NYC for example, and despite people's objections on the short term, it will facilitate use of the rail trails in the long term. And I hope this adoption keeps pressure on 
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our municipalities to see through to completion the extensive potentials of our proposed rail trail system.  Ask the Y and River Radiology if the plan can use some of their underutilized parking.   Have the high school reintroduce dropoffs on their Broadway entrance if headed towards the Rondout area. Also, remind them to use some of their capital project money for their own traffic issues.  I support your recommended plan, but only if it's done to 100%. Anything less will be a wasted effort and a compromise to the long term benefits.  █████@gmail.com Sent from my iPhone  __________________  Mr. Slack:  I had a chance to attend the public meeting for the redesign of Broadway on August 6th.   I wanted to pass on our strong support for the bicycling and pedestrian improvements that are central to the plan. Specifically, the installation of a protected, properly maintained, all-season cycle track is really exciting. We’ve worked with the Kingston Rail Trail Committee for quite a few years, and believe that this facility complements the trails vision that they’ve worked so hard to pursue, and the significant amount of funding they’ve obtained for the local trail network.   Kingston and Ulster County are showing how ahead of the curve they are on bike/ped issues. We often use your work as an example for other communities across the state.  Great work!  Sincerely,   James Meerdink Project Coordinator Parks & Trails New York 29 Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207 ███-███-████| www.ptny.org   
Comments Received August 22, 2015  Hi Brian,    As an economics professor and resident of Kingston  I am supporting the Build a Better Broadway plan that creates a bike/pedestrian  lane, beautiful historic lighting, benches, and tress to transform the corridor  and to make transit through it faster through the synchronization of traffic  flows.     There have apparently been some conversations on  how to preserve limited parking opposite Dallas Hot Weiners and Monkey Joe's and  those should be considered as well...... 
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  Keep up the great work...    Dr. William Sheldon    
Comments Received August 24, 2015  __________________  Hi  I would like to see protected bike lanes in Kingston.  I have seen them work in NYC and believe they would work here.  Protected bike lanes encourage safe exercise and a healthier community.  I have biked to Lee Paterson's barbershop and to the YMCA ; it is dangerous.  Respectfylly,   Irwin Rosenthal 110 Tinker St Woodstock, ny 12498  ██████████@yahoo.com  ███-███-████    __________________   Dear Mr. Slack, I am a Kingston resident writing to express my enthusiastic support for the redesign of Broadway to include separated bike lanes. I live in Ponckhockie and travel to uptown Kingston frequently. I think the economic and social benefits of separated bike lanes would add tremendously to Kingston' s quality of life. I support the draft plan an recommendations proposed by the Transportation Council. Regards, Cameron Rabe 14 Crane Street Kingston    
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__________________  Dear Mr. Slack-  We are writing to voice our support for the improvement to the Broadway corridor in Kingston. As (brand) new business owners in the Rondout area, we were encouraged to invest in Kingston in part to the forward momentum behind making Kingston (and Ulster County) a more pedestrian friendly and connected city. We view projects like Broadway corridor improvement, along with the Kingston Point Rail Trail, Greenline, and Catskill Rail Trail, as vital to both the residents of Ulster County and all those who choose to visit and explore the area.  Please support these initiatives in order to help grow and improve Kingston.  Regards,  Jamie and Tracy Kennard Brunette Wine Bar 33 Broadway, Kingston, NY  Re: http://ulstercountyny.gov/planning/broadway-corridor  - - Jamie Kennard  Brunette        
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Comments Received August 26, 2015  __________________  Hi Brian,  I would like to voice my support for Building a Better Broadway plan for the City of Kingston.    Upon reviewing the plan and hearing online (I do much of the posting for Kingston on their Facebook as the coordinator of Tourism for Kingston), there is one major concern that is 'reasonable' to address - the potential for loss of parking spaces.  As parking is increasingly a concern throughout Kingston, the loss of any significant parking spots may indeed impact local businesses.   If a solution to this specific concern can be addressed (e.g. expanded municipal lot, new municipal lots, or side street parking solutions), the plan should proceed as quickly as reasonably possible.  Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts on this subject.  Raleigh   Raleigh Green ███████@raleighgreeninc.com ███-███-████ www.raleighgreeninc.com Linked In profile   
Comments Received August 27, 2015  __________________  Dennis and Brian: Guys, just wanted to put in writing that we're excited by the plans,  and were happy to host the public comment events...  BUT we definitely do NOT want a bump out OR bollards in front of the theatre...people already gather in large groups under the portico so we don’t need the extra room...AND a bump out/bollards would create real problems with busing for our daytime shows as well as drop offs and handicapped access for all the rest of the shows we do...Please confirm your understanding of this request.   Thanks  Chris Silva, Executive Director Bardavon 1869 Opera House 35 Market Street Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 Adm: ███-███-████ 
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Fax: 845-473-4259 www.bardavon.org   
Comments Received August 27, 2015  __________________  My name is Lou Paris and I am a resident of Uptown Kingston and also a local business owner of Paris Creative, a Wedding DJ service. I wanted to make a comment that the Building a Better Broadway is a project that gets my utmost support and should begin without delay. The midtown corridor (which my mother-in-law happens to live on Hoffman St) needs a real revitalization project to help make Kingston a true 21st century model of mixed transportation. More and more citizens are relying less on cars and are taking to bikes and they deserve safe and protected passages through such an important corridor. I could easily see when my children are of high school age that they could bike to school and in doing so I would want their travels to be as safe as possible.   There are a number of communities where bike paths have proven to be a big net positive for the community and I think that can be replicated in our city.   Lou Paris, Jr. | Paris Creative Creative DJ Entertainment for the Hudson Valley ███-███-████ | ███@█████████████.com | www.pariscreative.com   
Comments Received August 28, 2015  
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Comments Submitted August 30, 2015  __________________  I appreciate you including my comments.   The attached Letter to the Editor (published) [note: included below] summarizes my opinion of the  project as currently proposed.  There are good ideas in it, repairing  sidewalks, period street lights, timed pedestrian crosswalk signals, street  trees to soften the experience.  What’s totally dumb is disrupting the  traffic pattern and flow on Broadway to accommodate less than a mile of bicycle  lanes.   Have you considered there are hundreds of miles of City streets used by  bicycles and you focus on a short strip of Broadway?   Have you considered any of the points make in my letter to the  editor?  Have you made any attempt to test your “dream” before declaring it  as fact?   Have you considered when you add ‘bumpouts’ to each intersection to  accommodate seniors crossing you restrict a motorist attempting to make a right  turn at the intersection?  I didn’t see that  in your traffic study  justification document.   Have you considered that until we educate bicyclists that they are bound by  the same traffic rules as motorists you made no street safer in Kingston?   Have you considered that until we change the entitlement mentality of  pedestrians and cause them to cross traffic at intersections rather than cross  whenever the spirit moves them you make no street safer in Kingston?  As a  society we lost the fact that for every right there is a corresponding  responsibility.   Have you considered that saving 3 seconds to travel the “improved Broadway”  isn’t sufficient reason to spend $4.9M of taxpayer money?   Have you considered that parts of your proposal contradicts the ideas  expressed by special interest groups in the Comprehensive Plan for Kingston  2025?   Do us taxpayers a favor and abandon the notion of changing traffic  flow.  Focus on what I consider ideas worthy of consideration as described  in my first paragraph.  If you really want to spend $4.9M of my money,  spend it on repairing the infrastructure under Broadway to eliminate the current  off-road driving experience.  I realize it’s hard for a politician to do a  photo op claiming they just replaced sewer and water lines under their feet but  there are some of us who would appreciate the event.  Ronald E. Dietl  To:  Kingston Times; Daily Freeman  Sub:  Creative ways to spend taxpayer money   I studied the documents describing the $4.9M project titled Building a Better Broadway and concluded a better 
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title for the document would be Screwing Up the Traffic Pattern on Broadway to Accommodate 0.8 Miles of Bike Lanes.  In brief, the study restricts motorized traffic North and South to a single lane and restricting the existing second lane to short left turn lanes at intersections.  N. Front Street and Wall Street are examples of what the end result would be.  To get a feeling of what the end result would be like, travel on N. Front or Wall  streets during business hours.  Consider what you do when a delivery truck stops to make a delivery or a car double parks.  Of course you carefully move to the left into oncoming traffic to pass the obstacle.  Keep in mind the traffic on those two streets is nowhere near the traffic on Broadway.  Or if you're on Albany Avenue heading into Kingston think about the delays caused by traffic trying to make a left turn onto Rt. 587.  Rt. 587 has the same short turning lane that would be replicated throughout the entire Broadway corridor.  Also think about the fact the City and County is advocating a $4.0M project to build a roundabout at that very intersection to "eliminate traffic congestion".  When I question the need for this project at City Hall I'm told "we're getting a $4.0M grant (taxpayer money) and if we don't spend it someone else will".  My answer, if someone else has a more deserving project let them have it.  When asked about the loss of 55 parking spaces I'm told "they aren't that utilized and people can always park on the side streets or municipal lots and walk to their destination".  All this while the City is considering metering spaces in municipal lots.  The City is asking for your opinion on the Building a Better Broadway proposal, a good idea or not, agree or disagree, thoughts on how to make it better.  I made my concerns known, you have to do the same and if you do nothing don't complain about the end result.  Ronald E. Dietl  
 
Comments Received 8/31/15  __________________  I am a teacher in the Kingston City School District , at the George Washington School, and I'm writing in support of building bike lanes on Broadway so children can safely bike to the High School.  The radius to walk to school for the high school is 1.5 miles, which puts almost all of the former GW students within that radius. That walk can be long (up to 45 min to an hour each way) and it is not safe to ride to school via Broadway on a bike.  Many of these students struggle with attendance when they get to the high school, which makes it difficult for them to graduate.  Kristen Wilson from Cornell Cooperative Extension has been working on a grant to create bike lanes down Broadway.  This would provide many of our students with a safe and fast way to travel to and from school.  It would also be beneficial to people in our community who use bikes as a primary means of transportation, as well as the local businesses that would benefit from an increase in bike and foot traffic in Midtown.  The grant will provide for improvements in the sidewalks and beautification of the streetscape.  For these reasons I strongly support the building of bike lanes on Broadway!  Sincerely, Julie Cash 
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Comments Received 9/01/15  __________________  Dear Ulster County Transportation Department:  As a teacher in Kingston City School District, I strongly support the creation of bike lanes on Broadway so that students and families within "walking" distance of Kingston High School can more easily and SAFELY go to school.  This is crucial for students and families without access to cars, students who are often working outside of school hours and struggle to make it to class on time due to their family and work commitments.  Thank you,  Linda Brotman, ESL George Washington Elementary School Kingston City School District 67 Wall Street Kingston, NY  12401 845-███-████  __________________  I am writing in support of bike lanes WITHOUT losing parking for the block where Dallas Hot Weiners and Monkey Joes Coffee.  I would also request that the crosswalk by Franklin Street be developed so that pedestrians can access the Hodge and the library.  Thank you.  Michele Hirsch 81 Brewster Street Kingston, NY 12401  __________________    Hi, The BBB is an important project for all the right reasons. Broadway is in dire need of surface facelift. Combining the bicycle, light, lanes and resurfacing is a fantastic and worthwhile project. Thanks for your support. Sincerely, Anne Cavallaro 845-███-████ 
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 __________________  Yes I am totally I'm favor of bike lanes on Broadway. It is long over due when you look at other cities. ████████████@gmail.com 845-███-████  Sent from my iPhone   
Comments Received 9/02/15  Dear Mr. Slack,  I'm writing you today to express my support of the plan to revitalize the Broadway corridor. I was excited to see the plan includes a protected bike lane. As a recreational cyclist it  is challenging to ride on Broadway in it's current configuration. I plan my route to avoid Broadway as much as possible.  On my way home from work I drive Broadway regularly and every time I see local people riding there bikes on the side walk. They look like people that are riding to and from work. We need to support this group of Kingston residents. Who use their bicycles as a primary mode of transportation and a protected bike lane would do just that.  Thank you for your time and consideration. I appreciate all of your work on this project.  Best,  Sean Brix 127 Lounsbury Place Kingston N.Y. & Kingston Land Trust board member --   Best,  Sean  __________________  I support the plan for a bike lane down Broadway.  Kathy Dundorf 914-███-████ ████████████@hotmail.com  __________________   
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 I am very concerned about the declining appearance and environment of the Broadway corridor, which the Ulster County website aptly describes as “the spine of the city”.   As a lifetime resident of the City of Kingston, I have been embarrassed when out-of-town visitors, whose only experience with my city was Chandler Drive and Broadway, have referred to my home town as a “dump”. I have been saddened  when, after driving  through towns like Amsterdam, NY where the main street is clean, and lampposts are adorned with beautiful hanging flower pots, I  return to the litter and empty storefronts of Broadway. I have been angered to see low income housing driving most new construction, yet my fellow citizens sleep in shop entryways, enshrouded in their belongings.   It is clear that midtown Kingston was in need of a plan.  Now I read that there is indeed a plan…to add a bicycle lane.   With the myriad of problems that plague the midtown area, for some the answer appears to be a bicycle lane.   Now, there is nothing particularly wrong with adding a bicycle lane, except that this plan also involves reducing the lanes of traffic from four to two and eliminating 55 parking spaces.   I understand that Broadway is four lanes only from Elmendorf St. to Pine Grove Avenue, however, that half-mile includes 12 intersections, four of which feature traffic lights. By comparison. the remaining portion of Broadway from Pine Grove Avenue to Abeel Street is over twice the distance but has only two more intersections. It is true that there are times of the day when traffic moves efficiently, but rush hour, construction projects, police incidents and accidents frequently reduce all four lanes of traffic to a crawl. Now imagine just two lanes of traffic. With frequent stops for turning vehicles, and the same delays we see today, Broadway could  become a travel nightmare.   In that same span, there are nearly a dozen empty store fronts. Eliminating 55 parking spots will do nothing to fill those spaces or keep even more businesses from closing. As with the traffic flow, there are certainly times of the day when it is easy to find parking on Broadway. However, I’m sure every businessman in the corridor has experienced the loss of customers when spaces are unavailable at peak hours.  How can we possibly hope to revitalize mid-town’s  business district if we eliminate parking? We’ve already seen the migration of shopping from uptown to the malls and clearly, lots of free, accessible parking was a factor.   And we have not yet considered what will happen to Broadway when the High School construction ramps up. Nor have we factored in the loss of parking meter revenue.  Frankly, when it comes to fixing the problems of Broadway this bicycle lane idea seems counter intuitive.   But what about the bikes and their riders?   That’s a fair question.  The answer is found less than one block off Broadway - the Kingston Point Rail Trail.   According to the Kingston Land Trust website this is a 1.5 mile, multi-use, pedestrian and bicycle pathway linking midtown to the Rondout.  It is being designed as a 10-foot-wide, paved surface with a “gentle grade of about 3%, 
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which is much easier for bicycling or pushing a wheelchair or stroller than the streets between midtown and the Rondout.”  It will provide “a protected pedestrian and bicycle route between residential neighborhoods and apartments on the east side of 9W, and important community and civic resources in midtown, including the Kingston High School, the YMCA of Kingston, and City Hall.”  The website goes on to offer plans for pocket parks, gardens and bike stations. This is the perfect avenue for bike traffic. It’s safe, free of congestion and impatient car horns, fumes from idling diesels, and  the uneven, washboard pavement.   Whatever the cost of redesigning Broadway traffic, painting new lines and removing parking meters, it would be much better spent on the completion of the rail trail.   Please stop Kingston from making a mistake that will further damage midtown while ignoring a safer and healthier alternative.   Thank you,   james naccarato  __________________  Hello Mr. Slack,        A quick  note to let you know that I have a family of avid bikers and we are in FULL Support of the proposed bike lane in Kingston, this is the most progressive idea Kingston has had in recent history, We actively seek out cities and towns every year that are bike friendly for vacations, it beautifies a town as well as promoting healthy living, the advantages FAR outweigh the few parking spaces to be sacrificed and it would be tragic not to follow through with this because of a few business owners who are afraid of change and don't fully realize the benefits. I've spoken to many other local families and homeowners who are in complete agreement with me on this proposal and we look forward to this project moving forward.  Regards,  Peter Van Loan 99 Andrew St. Kingston NY 12401 ████████@yahoo.com  845-███-████  __________________    We need to do this to help bring back vitality to the corridor.  Gerard Fischetti 1 Dietz Ct. Kingston, 12401 845-███-████   __________________ 
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Dear Mr Slack,  I am writing you a quick note to let you know that I am in total support for plans to improve pedestrian and cycling  ways in the town of Kingston, bringing health and wellness to ulster county citizens, and tourists and increased revenue to business owners. I live in Stone Ridge and I have seen the many happy faces of those utilizing the paved rail-trail along 209 providing fresh air and exercise to young and old alike who previously had no other close and/or safe options. Happier, healthier people positively affect all those around them and make Ulster County  an even better place to live, work and visit.  Dee Pitcock  __________________   You can add me to petition. Jackie Olivet, 69 Bethel Ridge Rd, Catskill, NY. Born & raised in Kgn but now residing in Catskill;however, member of Trailsweepers Ski & Sports Club based in Kgn & I bike & do other sports related activities in Kgn/Ulster Co.  Good luck. Jackie   
Comments Received 9/03/15 __________________  To Brian C. Slack, AICP,  Please support Building a Better Broadway.  This Project offers so much potential for our area. we need your 
support!    Natasha Williams ███████████████@earthlink.net ███-███-████   
__________________  Brian add me to your Broadway petition Joe murphy 43 glen view dr Glendora 12433 ███-████ ████████@yahoo.com  Members Fats in the Cats Trails weepers Avid rider work in Kingston __________________ 
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 I think the proposed new traffic plan is unnecessary. You need to rethink this and have more public hearings.                                   Thank you, Anita Norman  __________________  Mr Brian Slack, As a business owner on Broadway in Kingston NY my business  is LaLima"s Barber Shop I have been in business 47 years and have seen a lot and  I sure dont want to see BIKE LANES and THE TAKE AWAY OF 55 PARKING PLACES that  SIR is not business FRIENDLY if you depended on parking for your living I  believe YOU would feel the same as I and my fellow business men and  costmers  SO SIR I ASK YOU TO RE THINK YOUR  IDEA       Thank You Joseph LaLima  ███-███-████    
Comments Received 9/04/15 __________________  Brian Slack Ulster County Transportation Council 244 Fair St. Kingston, NY 12401 Re: Building a Better Broadway Draft Plan  Dear Mr. Slack, This past past summer, between selling my car and buying a new one, I needed to get around town. It was summer, the weather was great, so decided to borrow a bike from a friend….. I had a surprisingly great couple of weeks riding a bike everywhere, from Uptown to the Rondout, Mid-town (where I live) to even, YES, Adam’s Farms for groceries. It was great! I’m 52. I was getting some long-needed exercise. And I was having a totally new and different experience of the City of Kingston and LOVING it.  EXCEPT, however, for the traffic and what seemed to be a blatant disregard by motor-vehiclists for bike riders - it’s as if they never took a driver's education class, let alone read the learner’s permit manual––do they still have those?? Anyway, when I heard of the proposal to put in bike lanes on Broadway, I was instantly supportive of it.  It would tremendously improve the quality of life here in Kingston and encourage people to get about locally without necessarily always having to use their car or truck to drive just a few blocks here or there. And it will provide easy, QUICK and safe access to businesses along Broadway from a third ALTERNATIVE perspective and experience of the City––pedestrian, cyclist and motor-vehiclist. I hope whoever is voting on this issue will see there is much to be gained for EVERYONE in this proposal.  Respectfully, Frank Camarda 303 Albany Ave.  Kingston, NY 12401  __________________  
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To Whom It May Concern:   We are writing to express our support of the Building a Better Broadway Draft Plan especially the protected bike lane extending from Elmendorf to Chester St. on Broadway.  This initiative would help to make Broadway a much safer place to ride bikes and this would really benefit so many:  people commuting to/from work, children riding to/from school, tourists and locals who enjoy bike riding around the city and the rail trails, etc.  This is a wonderful opportunity to make Kingston a safer, healthier and better place to live and we sincerely hope that it is implemented.   Thank you for your consideration,   Jenn and Tom Hynes 140 Andrew St Kingston, NY  __________________  To whom it may concern,  I want to strongly advocate for bike lanes on Broadway - I live in midtown (on Franklin Street) and do a lot of shuttling my kids around on Broadway - to Hillside Nursery on McEntee, and to after school and swim classes and our community garden plot at the Y. I prefer to do much of this shuttling by bike, and would feel so much safer with bike lanes. The attached photo shows me biking with my daughter and her cousin - this is how we commute, and I want my kids to be safe.  Feel free to contact me for any reason,  Ilana Berger 146 Franklin Street   
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(photo submitted by Ilana Berger)    __________________  Hi friends, these are some reasons why I believe a bike line in Kingston (and on every city) is a great idea:  More biking = more health benefits More biking = less pollution from cars More biking = reduced health care costs More biking = less money spend on fuel More biking = less impact on the roads = less potholes More biking = more connection with stores, local businesses and community.  Thank you for your work!  --  Hugo Jule, BPI Courtney Strong Inc., an independent contractor to NYSERDA A New York State MWBE since 2010 ████.████@███████████████.com ███-███-████ cell  __________________  To the Ulster County Planning Board:  My comments on Building a Better Broadway.  
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I lived for 30 years in Kingston. It was and still is a bike-and pedestrian-unfriendly trail-free zone. Cycling Broadway to get anywhere on two wheels is a suicidal horror show of four lanes of undisciplined traffic, double-parked vehicles, and carelessly opened car doors, not to mention bikes riding against traffic, apparently due to the difficulty of getting to the other side. Walking anywhere was and is nearly as difficult, made more difficult by bikes on the sidewalks and limited opportunities to cross a street that is approximately 75 feet wide. Try that with a walker or a wheelchair.  I left when I had the opportunity to buy a place in a nearby town that was a short stroll to two rail trails that almost connect to Kingston. Since I frequently spend time in Kingston for shopping, entertainment, and I walk and cycle there, I have standing to comment on the plan.  I enthusiastically support this effort to make Kingston a pedestrian and bike friendly community and look forward to the completion of a Better Broadway, the GreenLine trail, and the interconnection of Kingston to the Wallkill Valley, Ontario and Western, and Ulster and Delaware Rail Trails so that Kingston is once again the hub of Mid Hudson pathways. I might even move back to Kingston someday.   As for the future of Kingston, give people access to public open space and walkable and bikeable infrastructure and they will come, and pay good money for homes and the property taxes that go with them…  Thank you,  Nick Mercurio  161 Cottekill Road Cottekill, NY 12419 ███████@aol.com  __________________  Hello,  I'm writing to express my support of the bike friendly Broadway draft plan. I live in Shokan and am encouraged by the recent rail trail developments. To add the BFB plan would complete a safe bicycle commute to my job at DEP in midtown Kingston. The midtown neighborhood has potential to be great and I see this bike route as a wonderful step in the right direction. Let's make this happen! Regards, Mary Grehl  Shokan   __________________  I am opposed to a plan that will limit traffic on Broadway to one lane.  I have a daughter at the high school and this will add significant time to our busy schedule.  Also, there is already a shortage of parking spaces on Broadway, especially when there are events at the school.  Please do not reduce the lanes in order to accommodate bikes.  There is not enough bike traffic to warrant causing bigger traffic jams and loss of parking.  Nicole O’Connell Sent from my iPhone   
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__________________  Please include my name as a supporter of Better Broadway --  from:   Bill Oderkirk   Kingston's Opera House Office Bldg.   PO Box 3201, Kingston, NY  12402   (845) ███-████ ███████@gmail.com www.KingstonOperaHouse.com      Brian C. Slack, AICP Principal Transportation Planner Ulster County Transportation Council 244 Fair Street • Kingston, NY 12401  Dear Brian,    I am a 3rd generation Ulster County Resident and Business Owner and write in strong support of Building a 
Better Broadway.  Much of Ulster County is undergoing an amazing renaissance and the City of Kingston has taken a back seat for too long.  The problems of inner city poverty, aging infrastructure, high taxes and lack of political will is finally giving way to the wonderful living opportunities that only a city can offer.  In its hay-day, Kingston was strong and vital, with successful businesses, culture, education and quality of life.  There is simply no more reason for this to not describe Kingston NY 2020.    By implementing BBB, we can make Kingston the GO-TO Upstate City for those that want a small city with charm, character, culture and great city living.  We are 2 hours from NYC, and 15 minutes from the Catskill Mountains.  We can offer an incredibly attractive place to raise a family and a safe place to retire.  We can restore a tax base that has long ago left Kingston for the rural towns that surround us.    It should be noted that we lost IBM, and it will never be replaced in that form.  Yet many communities are learning that the next generation is not going to big business centers.  They are working from home, and from small work centers in their town.  They work from coffee shops and parks.  With the BBB’s well thought out plan, and money that is already allocated, we have the opportunity to create the most livable city north of Manhattan.   A few relevant facts regarding the NYC success story from the Transportation Alternatives website: https://transalt.org/issues/bike/bikefaq  In under 10 years NYC has laid down over 250 miles of bike lanes.    According to the Department of Transportation's (DOT) Commuter Cycling Indicator, there was a 13 percent increase in daily commuter bicycling between 2009 and 2010 alone. Our city has seen double-digit growth in 
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bike ridership for four straight years -- effectively doubling the number of regular cyclists on our streets, according to the DOT's annual counts.  According to the DOT's Pedestrian Safety Study and the most recent Sustainable Streets Index, streets with bike lanes have about 40 percent fewer crashes ending in death or serious injury, and that's for all street users: 
drivers and pedestrians included. For example, after a parking-protected bike lane was installed on Manhattan's Ninth Avenue, all traffic-related injuries dropped 50 percent. Injuries to pedestrians dropped 29 percent and injuries to cyclists dropped 57 percent.     We have a responsibility to make this happen.    Sincerely,  
Lee S Kalish 
Positive Feedback llc 
275 Fair Street, Suite 15 
Kingston, NY  12401 
p. 845-���-��� 
c. 914-���-��� 
���@���.com 
 
 _________________  Dear Brian, Dennis & Gregg,  Thank you for your work on the Build a Better Broadway (BBB) project!   Please accept this additional comment. We want to reference the results from a very timely survey:  http://www.peopleforbikes.org/blog/entry/survey-protected-bike-lanes-are-more-than-twice-as-comfortable-as-striped-o The survey was commissioned by the National Board of Realtors and is based on a responses from adults in the 50 largest U.S. metro areas:  http://trec.pdx.edu/news/millenials-favor-walkable-communities-says-poll-national-association-realtors-and-trec  From the report of the survey's results (emphasis added): "Adding a bike lane to a four-lane commercial urban 
street increases the number of American adults who say they'd be "very comfortable" biking on it from 9 percent to 12 
percent. Making that bike lane protected increases the number from 12 percent to 29 percent."  The results confirm  the strong positive impact that retaining the protected bike lane element in the BBB draft Plan will likely have on the resulting bike ridership -- across all demographics and user groups.   This has significant implications on the related  Return On Investment for the project as a whole for Ulster County and City of Kingston --  indicating that the protected bike lane is an integral element of the project that  should not be minimized or marginalized.  
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One the core objectives for the BBB project is to help realize a long sought after  strengtheningof economic health and community vitality in the Midtown Kingston commercial district and surrounding neighborhoods. The links between increased bicycle ridership and increases in business and commercial activity are strong, widespread and increasingly well documented.  It follows that a large increase in bicycle ridership through the creation of a protected bike lane will likely be a strong positive contributor to the sustained revitalization of the Broadway corridor and Midtown neighborhoods.   In addition to the many significant educational benefits afforded students by the project-- improved children's safety and health, safe routes to school, and access to active recreational opportunities in urban linear parks -- a successful BBB project will likely also have a strong positive impact on the Kingston School strict  expanding its tax base, strengthening its budget, and enhancing enrollment. In short, the BBB roject promotes the long-term health of the district and the children and families it serves. The issues of parking on Broadway, while important, are largely resolvable in the final project design. Moreover, while important and essential to address, changes in parking patterns should be considered within the larger context and the positive, evidence-based benefits and rationales of the project as designed.   Retaining the protected bike lane largely as proposed in the draft plan is an integral component of the project. Evidence from numerous other locales indicates that it will yield a significantly outsized return on investment on many levels -- public health, transportation, economic & community development, education, the success of the Kingston Greenline & county-wide rail trail linear parks.   Thank you for the opportunity to comment and for your continued work on this important project for the City of Kingston and Ulster County.  Sincerely, Kevin Smith & Kathy Nolan, Co-Chairs Friends of the Catskill Mountain Rail Trail  Kevin Smith, Chairman Woodstock Land Conservancy  Dr. Kathleen Nolan M.D. Senior Research Director Catskill Mountainkeeper  __________________  Hi Brian,   Overall I like the plan... That said, with all the parking related noise I  was wondering if there is enough room to widen the distance between curbs in the  block between Pine Grove and O’Reilly such that parking could be retained on the  south side in part or in full. The walk between Hoffman and Pine Grove in  particular is quite wide and loosing a foot or two probably wouldn’t hurt  pedestrianism there.    Also, from observations during my travels on Broadway, often in the  evening/night, a cross walk with bump outs at Franklin St. would probably be a  good idea. Pedestrians are crossing there now despite the lack of cross walks or  lights...    Other than these two items let’s get this thing built!  
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  Thanks,   John Grossbohlin  __________________  Dear Brian,  In addition to my participation in prior community outreach activities related to the Build a Better Broadway (BBB) project, I am writing now to support the project as presented in the design team's final recommendations (http://ulstercountyny.gov/sites/default/files/documents/planning/BBB_Draft%20Plan%20and%20Recommendations.pdf).  In particular, I support a separated Bike Lane between parking and sidewalks, even though this alternative requires changes in existing parking configurations and a slight narrowing of vehicular travel lanes. I believe that increased pedestrian and bicycle traffic, plus improved signage and parking alternatives (additional municipal parking lots and side-street parking options), will more than compensate for the planned reduction in surplus parking spaces. If areas of particular concern emerge, I could also support narrowing the Bike Lane at the sites of those problems, rather than eliminating the Bike Lane altogether.  As a pediatrician working to promote public health, I am very concerned about overweight and inactive children, and I see a great benefit in their being encouraged to walk more in this urban setting and to use the Bike Lane for transportation and recreation. Increases in physical activity are correlated with weight loss and reductions in obesity-related conditions such as diabetes and heart disease. In addition, increases in physical activity may improve attention, learning, and emotional well-being. Constructing trails near homes and businesses returns almost $3 for every $1 in investment, and I fully expect the BBB project, by improving sidewalks with bump-outs and by constructing a separated Bike Lane to make non-motorized transportation more attractive, to provide similar benefits.  In addition, I have observed on my frequent trips to Kingston each week many instances in which either children or adults on bicycles as well as people in wheelchairs place themselves and others at risk by riding in vehicular travel lanes without proper protection. Providing a safer travel environment for all users of the transportation system is an extremely high priority. Moreover, in poorer communities, non-motorized travel is more common, making the provision of safe infrastructure for non-motorized travel (such as sidewalks, trails, and separated bicycle lanes) an important matter of social justice. My younger sister, who lives in Kingston and is chronically mentally ill, cannot drive a car. She walks frequently on Broadway to visit friends, go to church, and to shop, and she has indicated to me that having a safer walking environment would make her life much easier. If a protected Bike Lane is constructed, she is likely to resume riding a bike as she did in more rural environments when she was younger, greatly increasing her mobility.  I firmly believe that the BBB project will enhance the Midtown Kingston area and bring great vitality not only to Kingston's arts and business communities but also to the Kingston High School, the new State University of New York Kingston Extension, and area primary schools. If Kingston becomes one of the first mid-sized cities in New York State to provide its families and neighborhoods with an extensive inter-connected trail network and separated Bike Lane, we are likely to draw increased numbers of talented young people, who recognize the value of such amenities, here to live, work, and play.  
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I look forward to the day that I, too, can walk safely throughout Kingston and ride my bike in Kingston for recreation, health, and transportation.  Thank  you again for your work on this project and for the many opportunities you have provided for participation in the planning process and for comments.  Sincerely, Kathy   Kathleen Nolan, MD, MSL Senior Research Director Catskill Mountainkeeper █████@catskillmountainkeeper.org 845-███-████ (mobile)  www.catskillmountainkeeper.org Office in Woodstock: 845-███-████  "Working together to protect the Catskills"   
__________________ 
 
 
 
Dear Mr. Slack,  
 
I am writing to express my strong support for the Building a Better Broadway Draft Plan.  Since I moved to 
Kingston in 2007 I have been riding my bike up and down Broadway on a nearly daily basis.  On a bike one 
sees many things happen.  My main concern for the Broadway corridor is the peril that pedestrians and people 
on bikes are put in while traveling on the corridor.  Countless times I have seen pedestrians crossing midblock 
and people on bikes riding on the sidewalks or in the wrong direction. I have witnessed one pedestrian accident, 
and I have prevented an accident between a car and a Latino mother with her toddler crossing the street.  I do 
not believe these instances that I have witnessed are necessarily due to pedestrian and bicycle behavior, but 
rather due to the current faulty design of Broadway.  I have also witnessed and been subject to irresponsible 
motorist behavior including speeding, yelling at and harassing me while on my bicycle, not giving bicycles 
enough berth while passing, and talking or texting on a cell phone.  The street environment on Broadway is not 
friendly to the pedestrian or bicyclist.  It is not easy to navigate, nor is it a pleasant place to be for those people 
traveling in a non-motorized way.  
 
After observing behavior on Broadway over years, I believe the best way to ensure everyone’s safety is by 
building travel lanes for each mode – sidewalks, a protected bike lane, and car lanes.  Analysis completed by the 
NYCDOT in 2014 has shown that protected bike lanes in New York City improved safety for 
everyone.   http://www.streetsblog.org/2014/09/05/new-dot-report-shows-protected-bike-lanes-improve-safety-
for-everybody/  
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I know that there are many other reasons that this plan will improve Broadway for business, health, tourism, 
economic development, etc., but I think that decision-makers should take into very high consideration public 
safety and social equity for ALL  transportation users.  I believe our government has an obligation to make our 
streets safe for everyone, and this draft plan will help Kingston and Ulster County meet that obligation.  
 
On Broadway, especially in Midtown, there are many people from lower socio-economic backgrounds 
including children and Senior Citizens who are using the street without a car on their way to work, school, or to 
play.  People from lower socio-economic or historically underrepresented backgrounds, especially youth and 
non-English speakers, may not know about this plan or have the time or wherewithal to comment on this plan, 
but their silent voices should be heard and their needs should be met.  Their safety should be of highest 
importance.   
 
Along with this letter I attached a Safe Routes to School document on Fighting for Equitable Transportation, 
and I attached some draft maps I am working on to demonstrate where the majority of people with lower socio-
economic status live within relationship to the Kingston High School walking zone.  I hope these documents 
can be considered during the conversation going forward about this plan.  I want to emphasize that I support the 
plan for the protected bike lane to run from Elmendorf to Chester St. passing by the high school.  The portion of 
the bike lane on the Eastern section is just as important as the portion on the Western section as it provides a 
clear Safe Route to School for students within the walking zone of which many are from lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds.  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration.   
 
Best regards,  
Kristen Wilson 
Senior Resource Educator – Healthy Communities Program 
Cornell Cooperative Extension Ulster County 
232 Plaza Rd.  
Kingston, NY 12401 
845-███-████ ext. ███ (o) 
845-███-████ (c) 
 
[attachments: 3 maps] 
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 __________________       Our family has operated Earl B Feiden inc. in Kingston New York at 661 Broadway for over 30 Years, we have operated our business in Latham New York for 90 Years.         Pursuant to the "Bike Lane" we do not consider this an improvement and fear the loss of traffic would have an adverse affect on business in a already Troubled Business district.                Thank you for your consideration in this matter, please feel free to call me with any questions ███ ███ ███     --  Michael J. Feiden Earl B. Feiden Inc. 661 Broadway Kingston New York 12401 845-███-███ 845-███-███ Fax 518-███-███ Mobile  __________________   
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The following group letter was submitted to UCTCon 9/04/.  The body of the letter is shown in its original size for legibility; subsequent signatory pages are reproduced at a smaller scale to conserve space.  The full letter is on-record with the City of Kingston (including the Office of the Mayor and Economic Development and Strategic Partnerships) and UCTC. 
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__________________  Dear Brian,  This is an additional comment from the Woodstock Land Conservancy (WLC) on the BBB project -- and the value of retaining the protected bike lane in the final project design from a social and environmental justice standpoint. We write this from WLC's "perch" as a land trust whose mission is to protect open space and just as importantly, our committment to provide quality opportunities for people to connect directly with nature regardless of their means or where they happen to live.  This is at the core of WLC's support for Ulster County's Rail Trail Project at the Ashokan Reservoir connected to the City of Kingston, the Kingston Greenline rail trail hub and the county-wide rail trail network connecting ultimately to the Walkway Over the Hudson.   In the near future, the Broadway Corridor in Midtown may contain "trailheads" that connect to four signature rail trails: the Kingston Point Trail, Walkill Valley Rail Trail, and via Ulster County's Rail Trail Project on the county-owned Ulster & Delaware ROW) connecting to both the Catskill Park and Ashokan Rail Trail, and the incredibly popular O&W Rail Trail in the Rondout Valley.  Because of the unique geometry of rail corridors (wide, flat and accessible to the all types of users), rail trails are often referred to as linear parks. And, while the City of Kingston has many parks, the Midtown area -- the area of greatest population density and lowest economic standard by income -- does not. The attached infographic, created in 2014 by Tom O'Dowd of the Bard College Center of Environmental Studies, depicts the "park desert" in Midtown quite clearly.   We are very excited about the BBB project and the Kingston Greenline in part, because the proposed protected bike lane will provide two-way connectivity to these linear parks that will crisscross the city. They will bring significant numbers of residents and visitors to Kingston and a revitalized Broadway Corridor commercial district.   But just as importantly if not more so, they will simultaneously, via the protected bike lane and trailheads, provide safe and enjoyable passage for children, families and inviduals to travel by foot or bicycle between urban neighborhoods (including Kingston High School and SUNY Ulster's new Kingston Center) throughout Kingston and  to some of Ulster County's signature natural resources and parks. This would be a Public Good of the highest order and we whole-heartedly endorse Ulster County's and the City of Kingston's project in this regard.  Many thanks for the many opportunities to learn more about the BBB project and to provide comments.   Sincerely Yours, Kevin D Smith   
__________________ 
 
Dear Mr. Slack, 
 
I just wanted to send a note to support protected bicycle lanes on Broadway in Kingston.  I think keeping the 
lanes separate like the bike trails outside of the city is the best option. 
 
Thanks, 
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Lou Deering 

   __________________  WHY IN GOD'S NAME DO WE NEED A BIKE LANE ... I AM ON BROADWAY EVERYDAY AND I SEE VERY FEW BIKERS.  HAVE ANY OF YOU THOUGHT OF THE NUMBER OF EMERGENCY VEHICLES THAT TRAVEL UP AND DOWN BOADWAY EACH DAY?  LASTLY HAVE YOU GIVEN ANY THOUGHT TO THE FACT THAT ENTERING AND LEAVING BROADWAY WILL BE A NIGHTMARE, WITH OR WITHOUT LIGHTS.   IT'S NOT BROKEN PEOPLE, LETS NOT TRY TO FIX IT. ██████@aol.com  
__________________  Dear Brian,  During my many discussions with businesses in the area between Pine Grove/Grand Street and Chester Street, the following issues were raised with some frequency. I firmly believe that each issue can be resolved without sacrificing the integrity of the proposed bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.  
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On street parking - the plan should be adjusted wherever possible, without compromising safety and accessibility for all bicyclists and pedestrians, to retain existing on street parking, with a particular focus on parking spots identified by area businesses as critical to their financial success. This should include the following revisions to the preferred design: 1) bump-ins in front of Rite Aid and the Murphy Center to retain the existing 8 parking spots on the south side of Broadway. This option is depicted in the design concept mockup that I sent to you previously.  Efficiency of public parking - to increase availability of public parking in off street lots, which is important to local businesses as customer and employee parking, and to some residents as the only alternative to on street parking, municipal lots should be managed more effectively. The study should recommend that the city explore specific options, to include: a) metering municipal lots or b) limiting the duration of parking in municipal lots. In either case, special provisions should be made (such as special permits) to ensure that employees of Broadway businesses and residents of Broadway housing units are able to utilize the municipal lots freely. A major area of concern is the use of municipal lots as de facto student parking for KHS, which negatively impacts businesses in this section of the corridor.  Sufficient width of travel lanes - from a safety perspective for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians, as well as for emergency vehicles traversing the corridor, we should consider reducing the bike lane width from 10' to 8' and increasing travel lane width from 10' to 11' wherever total roadway width is not sufficient for a 10' bike lane and 11' or greater travel lanes. The width of the "door buffer" separating the bike lanes from parked cars should not be reduced, for safety reasons.  Drop-off and pick-up for KHS - the study should recommend options in response to concerns about the removal of approximately 12-16 on street parking spots in front of KHS, which are apparently important as a location for drop-off and pick-up for the high school. Options may include: a) shifting travel lanes north in this area only, to preserve parking spots in front of KHS, and instead removing parking in front of City Hall, or b) phasing in the lane reconfiguration in this block to coincide with the changes to the KHS main entrance that are part of the campus renovation plans.  Though there has been vocal opposition to certain aspects of the preferred alternative from area businesses, it is important to note that the above accommodations provide solutions to all concerns that have been relayed to me. I continue to believe that, although challenging, we can find solutions that improve the overall quality of the design.  However, I would caution that the interests of a handful of businesses, while important, are no more important than the interests of all residents and visitors to the area, who would benefit in numerous ways from the bike/Ped aspects of the design. We have heard strong support for the preferred design from many stakeholders, and I urge the County and the City to push forward with a design that preserved these features.  Thank you,  -Tim   --   
Tim Weidemann, Principal Rondout Consulting +1 ██████| Main +1 ██████| eFax 
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Please note that RUPCO’s letter was not included in the original publication; letter was misplaced/overlooked.   
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